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From the acclaimed novelist of The Folded Clock and founding editor of The Believer magazine comes a
"sharp-eyed, sardonic, hilarious" novel (The New York Times Book Review) about grief, female rivalry, and
the furious power of a daughter’s love. Julia Severn is a talented student at an elite institute for psychics.
When Julia’s mentor, the legendary Madame Ackerman, grows jealous of her protégée’s talents, she subjects
Julia to the painful humiliation of reliving her mother’s suicide . . . and then launches a desperate psychic
attack. But Julia’s gifts, though a threat to her teacher, prove an asset to others. Soon she’s recruited to track
down a missing person who might have a connection to her mother. As Julia sifts through ghosts and astral
clues, everything she thought she knew about her mother is called into question, and she discovers that her
ability to know the minds of others—including her own—goes far deeper than she ever imagined. Love will
grow through the cracks you leave open. Ranch hand Roe Davis absolutely never mixes business with
pleasure-until he runs into his boss, Travis Loving, at the only gay bar within two hundred miles. Getting
involved with the ranch owner is a bad idea, but Roe's and Travis's bedroom kinks line up against one
another like a pair of custom-cut rails. As long as they're both clear this is sex on the side, no relationship, no
interfering with the job, they could make it work. Shut out by his family years ago, Roe survived by
steadfastly refusing to settle into so much as a post office box. As his affair with Travis grows into more than
just sex, Roe's past catches up with him, threatening the thin ray of happiness he's found, reminding him it's
well past time he went on his way. But even a loner gets lonely, and at this point, there's nowhere left to run.
The shame and sorrow of what he's lost will stay with Roe wherever he goes-until he's ready to let love lead
him home. This novel has been previously published and has been revised from its original release. New
York Times and USA Today bestselling authors Heidi McLaughlin and L.P. Dover come together for a sexy
new series that delivers romance for every season! For Brielle Armstrong the pomp and circumstance of the
days leading up to the Kentucky Derby are truly the most thrilling time of the year. Press junkets, designer
gowns, everyone schmoozing her in hopes of getting in her daddy’s good graces. What’s not to love? But this
year, her heart is racing with anticipation to see Colby Hensley. As a former trainer of her family’s champion
horses, his rugged sex appeal has always filled Brielle’s mind with naughty thoughts of a little barebacked
fun. Even though Colby walked away from their farm, her father Butch, would never approve of him. But
what daddy doesn’t know can’t hurt him. If their secret comes out, it could cost Brielle everything. Still, what
fun is life if you don’t ride it at a gallop? Grab your riding crop, and place your bets. It’s Derby Day! From
her ranch home in Montana in the 1920s, Nettie Brady dreamed of joining the rodeo circuit and becoming a
star. Defying her mother's wishes and trading her skirts for trousers--and riding the range with her brothers
and taking on the occasional half-ton steer in local rodeos--Nettie bucked convention to compete with men in
the arena. When family hardship and tragedy threaten her plans, she turns back toward a more traditional life
as a ranch woman, but chafes against its restrictions. Then she meets and falls in love with a young neighbor
who rides broncs and raises rodeo stock. Can Nettie's rodeo dreams come true if she's also a wife and
mother? Based on the life of the author's grandmother, a real Montana cowgirl, this novel takes on the big
issues of a woman's place in the west, the crushing difficulties of surviving on a homestead, and the
excitement and romance of a young girl aching to follow her dream. It’s easier to follow rules if you make
them yourself. This collection of kid-authored, kid-approved guidelines for living makes a great gift for the
child inside of everyone. Ten-year-old Isabelle and her eight-year-old cousin Isabella have a few tips for
living life. Well, maybe more than a few. Begun as a guide for Isabelle’s younger sister, the girls’ list quickly
grew, and soon more than 150 rules filled a secret notebook. Some rules are simple: “Recycle.” “Eat
whatever your mom makes for dinner and don’t complain.” Others are practical: “Go to sleep early if you
have soccer practice in the morning.” Others are sweet: “Protect each other.” And others are downright
hilarious: “Color on paper, not on people.” “Don’t bite the dentist.” When Isabelle and Isabella lost their
handwritten list of rules in a store, they feared it was gone forever. But after a clerk found their notebook and
posted about it on Facebook, Isabelle and Isabella became overnight sensations—the staff of Good Morning



America said, “Everyone here wants a copy of this. This is going to be a bestseller!” Because after all, who
doesn’t need a little help navigating their way through life, at any age? Escape the cold winter nights with
Sunday Times Top Five bestseller Heidi Swain's Summer at Skylark Farm! Amber is a city girl at heart. So
when her boyfriend Jake suggests they move to the countryside to help out at his family farm, she doesn't
quite know how to react. But work has been hectic and she needs a break so she decides to grasp the
opportunity and make the best of it. Dreaming of organic orchards, paddling in streams and frolicking in
fields, Amber packs up her things and moves to Skylark Farm. But life is not quite how she imagined - it's
cold and dirty and the farm buildings are dilapidated and crumbling. But Amber is determined to make the
best of it and throws herself into farm life. But can she really fit in here? And can she and Jake stay together
when they are so different? A story of love in the countryside from the Sunday Times bestselling author of
the The Cherry Tree Café and Sleigh Rides and Silver Bells at the Christmas Fair. ~*~ What your favourite
authors are saying about Heidi Swain ~*~ 'A delightful, charming read - perfect for summer!' Milly Johnson,
author of The Queen of Wishful Thinking 'A real cracker of a read' Penny Parkes, author of Practice Makes
Perfect 'Fans of Carole Matthews will enjoy this heartfelt novel' Katie Oliver 'Sprinkled with Christmas
sparkle' Trisha Ashley, author of The Little Teashop of Lost and Found 'A heart-warming sweet treat of a
read' Mandy Baggot, author of Those Summer Nights DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition
of "Moni the Goat Boy, and Other Stories" by Johanna Spyri. DigiCat Publishing considers every written
word to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a
new modern format. The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this
work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature. Intro -- Contents --
Series Editor's Foreword -- Foreword -- Acknowledgments -- Introduction -- Part I Painting -- Edgar Sotelo
-- Wayne Baize -- Tim Cox -- Dyrk Godby -- William Matthews -- Bob Moline -- David Griffin -- Mark
Kohler -- Kenneth Wyatt -- Donna Howell-Sickles -- Part II Photography -- Bob Moorhouse -- Ken Young --
David Stoecklein -- Peter Robbins -- Wyman Meinzer -- Part III Sculpture -- Veryl Goodnight -- Bruce
Greene -- Rick Jackson -- Greg Kelsey -- T.D. Kelsey -- Harold Holden -- Part IV Drawing -- Brenda
Murphy -- Brian Asher -- Woodrow Blagg -- References -- Index When Jo Jeffers was a young girl suffering
from asthma, she promised herself, "When I grow up, if I ever do, I shall go to Arizona and be a cowboy."
She did both, and Ranch Wife tells the story of her life as wife and partner of a rancher in the high country of
northeastern Arizona. Here she describes the routines of ranch life and vividly recalls the dust storms,
plagues, and other hazards that challenged the young city-bred woman. It offers readers not only an insider's
view of a working ranch but also an appreciation of how ranchers' wives help sustain such a rugged
enterprise. Love Inspired brings you three new titles! Enjoy these uplifting contemporary romances of faith,
forgiveness and hope. This box set includes: THE COWBOY’S AMISH HAVEN By Pamela Desmond
Wright With three sisters to look after and her family ranch falling into foreclosure, Gail Schroder turns to
her childhood sweetheart, Levi Wyse, to help her learn the cattle business. But can the cowboy teach this
Amish spinster the ropes in time to save her home? LOST AND FOUND FAITH By Laurel Blount Changed
by the grief of losing his wife, Neil Hamilton’s no longer the caring teacher he once was—until a two-year-
old boy shows up on his doorstep and opens his heart. Helping little Oliver bond with his adoptive mother,
Maggie Byrne, might just restore Neil’s faith…and give him hope for the future. THE BULL RIDER’S
FRESH START By Heidi McCahan After former champion bull rider Landon Chambers’s friends are killed
in a car accident, the baby they were temporarily caring for needs him. But when Kelsey Sinclair returns
from her deployment to claim her daughter, he’s shocked to learn he’s the father…and he’s not ready to let
either of them go. For more stories filled with love and faith, look for Love Inspired September 2021 Box Set
– 1 of 2 Wealthy rancher Mitch Ramsey had never given much of a second look to his neighbor Emma
Davis, until an unexpected encounter led to a night of unbridled passion. Mitch figured their affair could be a
discreet diversion, one they had both gone into with eyes wide-open. Then Emma's father made him an offer
he couldn't refuse. Marry Emma and Mitch would inherit what he had always coveted—the entire Davis
ranch. But Emma was never to know…. Scotland's only native heavy horse, the Clydesdale has been
exported all over the world. He is recognised as having influenced heavy horse use across the globe. For
Love of the Clydesdale Horse is a photographic celebration of all that makes this breed unique. This gentle
ambassador with his huge feet, kind nature and willingness to work with and for the human race, turns heads
wherever he goes. He is loved by those who see him and his good looks, kind eye and ease around people
make even the smallest child want to hug him, despite his great size. For Love of the Clydesdale Horse



includes 125 full colour photographs showing the Clydesdale at work, rest, ridden and in the public eye. This
book will be of interest to the dedicated Clydesdale follower, breeder and enthusiast as well as to equestrian
and general readers. Tyler King never forgot the blue-eyed, pig-tailed girl that lived on the ranch next door.
So when he hears that she's coming back for the summer, he can't wait to reminisce about the good ole days.
He soon finds out life in the Big City means a life with big ambitions and Tyler soon learns that Savannah
has left the memories of small town living long behind her. Savannah McGuire never thought she'd return to
the ranch she once called home. Now she's back and trying not to become attached to everything she's missed
by growing up in New York City. Determined to hate her surroundings, Tyler works to remind her of
everything's she's missed. With her future planned out and a trip to Paris imminent, falling in love with Tyler
King was the last thing she expected. Ex marks the spot! Retired rodeo rider Jessie Leigh has one more trick
to pull off: partnering with ex-husband Payson MacCormack to save her ranch. Hope's Ride offers horse
therapy for children, and Payson is a paediatric surgeon at the hospital set to certify the program. Their split
wasn't exactly amicable, but Jessie's determined to make it work...even if his presence sends her heart racing.
With a promotion on the line and a passel of kids in desperate need of Hope's Ride, Payson should be focused
on prepping the program for the hospital's review. But he can't concentrate on anything but Jessie. Payson's
career and Jessie's ranch are depending on each other, but will working together bring the surgeon and the
cowgirl closer together, or drive them apart for good? Sally and Heidi's animal adventures are non-stop fun
on Mr. Hill's farm! With all the pigs, cows, and chickens to frolic and play with, the girls are always
entertained! But will a mishap with a red mitten and a big white cow with black spots spoil all the fun? Will
the girls learn a valuable lesson from the mitten mayhem? Pick up "The Cow That Ate My Mitten" and find
out! Samantha Moser's dream of an expanded Montana horse rescue and healing center has literally gone up
in smoke with a disastrous barn fire. Limited finances, contractors who skip, and veterans with severe PTSD
combine(conspire?) to obstruct her progress. Add to the mix misunderstandings with the man she loves, and
Samantha once again has a mountain of doubts and fears to face and overcome. Can the phoenix rise from the
ashes? Bright Star Ranch led him to her--but will he stay?Josh Lake is forced to head home for the holidays
after he's suspended from his job in the city, but running into Paisley Sheridan could be exactly what he
needed. Not only does she board him at her ranch in exchange for his advertising expertise, but spending the
Christmas season with her in Big Sky, Montana, brings more joy than he's felt in a long while. Is he willing
to give up the lavish lifestyle he's worked for in exchange for the gift of love?The last thing Paisley wants for
Christmas is to spend time with Josh Lake--the guy who broke her heart in high school--but until her bank
loan goes through, she has to take all the free help she can get. Unfortunately, Josh seems to want back in her
life again, and the town's quirky coffee shop owners don't help by hanging mistletoe at every opportunity.
Will Paisley succeed in driving him away, or will she find the healing needed to have hope for a future
together? Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character
Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images
such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they
represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with
these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy. WHAT A
COWGIRL'S GOTTA DO A wedding of convenience isn't exactly cowgirl Olympia James's dreamshe wants
the rodeo, not a husband. But marrying Arizona lawyer Spencer MacCormack will make a lot ofother dreams
come true. Spence needs a stable home to win custody of his little boy, and with Spence's help, Olympia can
finally pay for her sister's tuition and hit the barrel racing circuit. But while the marriage is supposed to be
just on paper, their chemistry is volatileand the night they spent together weeks ago leads to a surprise:
Olympia is pregnant. Soon the ranch is home to a baby, Spence's sweet cowboy son and feelings Olympia
and Spence can't deny. This fake relationship is quickly getting all too real. Maybe it's more than just
business One encounter with antisocial Xander Fairchild's artwork is enough to turn Skylar Stone's carefully
orchestrated one-percenter life upside down, unlacing his secrets and inviting him into a secret anime-soaked
world. But will they be brave enough to embrace their fragile new relationship and let it last beyond the
summer? HEIDI SWANSON'S approach to cooking whole, natural foods has earned her a global readership.
From her Northern California kitchen, she introduced us to a less-processed world of cooking and eating
through her award-winning blog, 101 Cookbooks, and in her James Beard Award–nominated cookbook,
Super Natural Cooking, she taught us how to expand our pantries and integrate nutrient-rich superfoods into
our diets. In Super Natural Every Day, Heidi helps us make nutritionally packed meals part of our daily



repertoire by sharing a sumptuous collection of nearly 100 of her go-to recipes. These are the dishes that
Heidi returns to again and again because they’re approachable, good for the body, and just plain delicious.
This stylish cookbook is equal parts inspiration and instruction, showing us how to create a welcoming table
filled with nourishing food for friends and family. The seductively flavorful vegetarian recipes for breakfast,
lunch, dinner, snacks, treats, and drinks are quick to the table but tasty enough to linger over. Grab a Millet
Muffin or some flaky Yogurt Biscuits for breakfast on the go, or settle into a lazy Sunday morning with a
stack of Multi-grain Pancakes and a steaming cup of Ginger Tea. A bowl of Summer Squash Soup or a
couple of Chanterelle Tacos make for a light and healthy lunch, and for dinner, there’s Black Sesame Otsu,
Pomegranate-Glazed Eggplant with Tempeh, or the aptly named Weeknight Curry. Heidi’s Rose Geranium
Prosecco is the perfect start to a celebratory meal, and the Buttermilk Cake with fresh plums or Sweet
Panzanella will satisfy even the most stubborn sweet tooth. Gorgeously illustrated with over 100 photos that
showcase the engaging rhythms of Heidi’s culinary life and travels, Super Natural Every Day reveals the
beauty of uncomplicated food prepared well and reflects a realistic yet gourmet approach to a healthy and
sophisticated natural foods lifestyle. In a land unforgiving of indulgent, dangerous sex, merchantman Eryn
does his best to keep his desires in the dark...until the plight of a beautiful prince leads him out of the
shadows and into adventures both sensual and terrible. Capture, curse, and torture litter Eryn's road to true
love, along with carnal delights beyond his most wicked imaginings. His strengths and limitations are
exposed-and the hard truth, that nothing holds him back more than the monster of self-loathing in his heart.
Prince Wyn might be everything he's dreamed of in a man-and master-but before Eryn can accept the
exquisitely wicked affections of his one true love, he must first save himself...from himself. Katie's dad
surprises her with a trip to a ranch where she can ride a real horse. A fun loving story of two first time
farmers and their five years of living on their one hundred acre farm. True stories about the author, the
animals, and the antics they all get up to. Lots of laughs, just a few tears Samantha Moser's quest to buy the
ranch her great-grandparents once owned-the ranch she's struggled to manage for a heartless owner-seems
impossible. With the help of the troubled teen she's mentoring, and her rescue horses, life is rich under the
Montana sky. But when a group of veterans with PTSD need her help, and the man she could find happiness
with has a serious accident while helping her rescue another horse, life takes an overwhelming, stressful turn.
Can Sam find the strength and courage to overcome, or will all her dreams shrivel and die on the prairie?
COWBOY IN A KILT When former bronc rider Lavonda Leigh is asked to guide a Scottish archaeologist
through the Arizona desert, she's expecting a fussy egghead. But then she discovers tall, strong Jones Kincaid
competing at the local Highland games. She can't help her interest in him--and that's before he puts on his
cowboy hat and hits the trail like a pro. Jones is after more than he's letting on. His quest could clear a past
scandal and let him live his dream--studying the old West. But as he spends time with Lavonda in this rugged
landscape, he realizes that what he wants isn't just academic--he yearns for a life with her on the ranch. If she
discovers his deception, this professor-turned-cowboy will lose his reputation...and Lavonda, too. Living a
healthy life with serious stress can be tough. We all need a full toolbox of resources to help you navigate the
many challenges and changes that come with this crazy thing called life. Humor is a powerful tool in that
toolbox, but it's not the only tool. Although we believe laughter is often the best medicine, humor isn't the
end-all-be-all of treatments. No responsible healthcare professional would try to convince you otherwise.
What the pros will tell you is that humor has a powerful role to play in your self-care routine. It is a great tool
to complement and enhance all of the other efforts you're already making. All of those positive investments
you make around how you eat, how you move and how you sleep actually work better and are easier to stick
to when you use a solid dose of healthy humor. When you start using humor proactively as part of your self-
care, stress-mastery routine, you're going to find that humor helps you in a lot of other areas of your life.
That's because humor has far-reaching physiological, psychological and social benefits. Humor makes
getting along with other people much easier. It's also a social lubricant--it helps strengthen relationships and
build rapport; and the more you use humor, the easier it becomes! Readers should be aware that references
are provided for informational purposes only, and that this book should not be used as a floatation device.
Readers should know that medical and neurological fields evolve and change, and that a spoonful of sugar
makes the medicine go down. Authors Heidi Hanna and Karyn Buxman are global speakers, trainers,
researchers and consultants. And when they're not busy trying to make the world a happier and healthier
place, they're also dedicated Humor Buddies determined to spread more love and laughter to all they meet.
You can learn more about them and the Beyond Funny Project at www.beyondfunny.org. ‘A sizzling



summer read! – Sarah Morgan Is home always where the heart is? Grab this inspirational and satisfying
western romance and get transported to a small town life filled with heartwarming scenes, sexy cowboys, and
all the feels in the Three Rivers Ranch Romance series by USA Today bestselling author Liz Isaacson! A
wounded Army cowboy, a divorcée with a child, and their second chance to heal old hurts... After an injury
ends his time in the Army, Squire Ackerman returns to his family's ranch in Three Rivers to manage it. Kelly
Armstrong, a recently divorced single mother, has come to interview for an accountant position at the ranch.
Squire and Kelly have a history together, as Squire asked her to the prom years ago and never got an answer.
He still harbors feelings for her but is determined to maintain distance to protect himself from getting hurt
again. Once Kelly is hired at the ranch, her presence brings back too many good memories, and Squire finds
himself longing for the connection they once had. As they spend more time together, Squire tries to keep his
emotions in check and maintain control over their interactions. His military training helps him keep a stoic
façade, but the more time he spends with her, the harder it is for him to ignore his feelings for Kelly. As
Squire and Kelly work to save the ranch and navigate their complicated relationship, can they also give love
a second chance, follow God’s plan for them, and build a family out of heartache? This is a brand-new,
enhanced and expanded, 8th Anniversary Edition of SECOND CHANCE RANCH! It's been expanded by
over 30,000 words to bring in the beloved characters at Shiloh Ridge Ranch, expand the family saga, and
provide even more swoon-worthy romance scenes between Squire and Kelly! "Isaacson artfully combines
disparate threads in her contemporary Western Christian romance, the first in her Three Rivers Ranch series."
~BookLife, Publisher's Weekly Saddle up for tales of love, faith, and family life on the ranch! Read all the
books in the bestselling Three Rivers Ranch Romance (Christian cowboy romance) series: 1. Second Chance
Ranch 2. Third Time's the Charm 3. Fourth and Long 4. Fifth Generation Cowboy 5. Sixth Street Love Affair
6. The Seventh Sergeant 7. Eight Second Ride 8. The Ninth Inning 9. Ten Days in Town 10. Eleven Year
Reunion 11. The Twelfth Town 12. Lucky Number Thirteen 13. The Curse of February Fourteenth 14.
Fifteen Minutes of Fame 15. Sixteen Steps to Fall in Love 16. The Sleigh on Seventeenth Street 17. The First
Lady of Three Rivers Learn how to train the brain to manage energy more efficiently in order to help sustain
optimal health, happiness and performance. Energy management is discussed from a holistic, inside-out
approach, starting first with techniques to balance brain chemistry, build brain health and boost brainpower.
With the brain in an energized state, we are then able to bring our best attention and effort to the task at hand.
With dreams of raising Thoroughbreds, Samantha Moser leases the Montana ranch that once belonged to her
great grandmother, a trail-blazing rodeo cowgirl.After back-breaking work to fix up the abandoned,
dilapidated ranch and a disastrous blizzard, her fiancé lacks the courage that runs in Samantha's blood, and he
leaves her.Struggling with shattered dreams, a proposed takeover of the land for an exotic animal refuge, and
financial difficulties, Samantha must take a job on a dude ranch. In the midst of all the uncertainty, she
rediscovers the healing power of horses for children and what life's purpose is for her. But knowing her
purpose might not be enough. Can she help a little girl overcome her insecurities, battle the investment group
threatening the land, and trust the man who has a stake in the takeover while he professes his help? In this
sequel to Cowgirl Dreams, Nettie Brady, now Nettie Moser, is working with her husband Jake to prepare for
a busy rodeo season when she's offered a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to travel to London to perform with
the Tex Austin Wild West Troupe. When fate once again interferes with her dreams, Nettie finds herself
overcoming challenges only to set aside her passions. As Nettie and Jake work to keep their horse herd from
disaster and to preserve their way of life, the realities of the Great Depression separate them. Based on the
life of the author's grandmother, a real Montana Cowgirl, Follow the Dream, reveals the story of the real
Montana in the mid-Twentieth Century and continues the sweeping family saga begun in Cowgirl Dreams.
At the start of the 1940s, Montana cowgirl Nettie Brady Moser has overcome seemingly insurmountable
obstacles on the journey toward her dream of being a professional rodeo rider. In the 1920s, she struggled
against her family's expectations and social prejudice against rodeo cowgirls. During the Great Depression,
falling in love and marrying Jake Moser, then raising their son Neil took priority over rodeos, as did the
constant struggle in search of grass for their horses in the drought-stricken dust bowl years. And then when
Nettie did resume riding, she was devastated by the death of her friend and mentor, Marie Gibson, in a rodeo
accident. In the spring of 1941, Nettie, now 36, has grieved the loss of her friend. To regain her heart and
spirit, Nettie is determined to ride again at a Cheyenne, Wyoming. To her dismay, the male-dominated
Rodeo Association of America (RAA) enforces its rule barring women from riding rough stock and denies
her the chance to ride. Her fury at the discrimination can’t change things for women -- yet. Based on the life



of the author's grandmother, who rode rough stock in Montana in the 1920s, this sweeping romance parallels
the evolution of women’s rodeo from the golden years of the 1920s, producing many world champion riders,
and shows its decline, beginning in the 1930s and ending with World War II in 1941. Pilot Dodge Kingston
has always been the heir to Sky King Ranch. But after a terrible family fight, he left to become a pararescue
jumper. A decade later, he's headed home to the destiny that awaits him. That's not all that's waiting for
Dodge. His childhood best friend and former flame, Echo Yazzie, is a true Alaskan--a homesteader,
dogsledder, and research guide for the DNR. Most of all, she's living a life Dodge knows could get her killed.
One of these days she's going to get lost in the woods again, and his worst fear is that he won't be there to
find her. When one of Echo's fellow researchers goes missing, Echo sets out to find her, despite a blizzard, a
rogue grizzly haunting the woods, and the biting cold. Plus, there's more than just the regular dangers of the
Alaskan forests stalking her . . . Will Dodge be able to find her in time? And if he does, is there still room for
him in her heart? Sunrise is the first explosive volume in a new nail-biting series from USA Today
bestselling author Susan May Warren.
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https://offsite.creighton.edu/~X9I1E7/gsap?download&FileName=The+Convenient+Cowboy&y=Y8J8L3
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~H6X1X4/pagelost?download&FileName=The+Accidental+Cowboy&z=T7R9V7
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~X9X1U9/noisy?download&FileName=Summer+At+Willow+Tree+Farm+The+Perfect+Romantic+Escape&l=L1Z7U1
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~A7F4L9/simple?download&FileName=Summer+At+Skylark+Farm&o=Q4P8I8
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~D0O9O6/tiga?download&FileName=Rescue+Ranch+Rising&j=O3D1M7
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~I1A3Y4/dua?download&FileName=A+Date+For+The+Derby&y=N9Q3C5
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~I0V1H1/paozinho?download&FileName=Recharge&u=V9Q7O2
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~K2C0F8/animated?download&FileName=Ranch+Wife&f=K3S0F0
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~J0C0C5/vampire?download&FileName=Cowgirl+Katie&e=F0D2I9
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~V3W1B1/foundsvg?download&FileName=Summer+At+Willow+Tree+Farm&q=Q5K0W2
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~I0J9M9/animation?download&FileName=Active+Acres+Farming+40&j=D5P3X7
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~T9V5J0/spacy?download&FileName=Rescuing+Hope&m=T3Y5D8
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~Z5B9H1/neon?download&FileName=The+San+Rosario+Ranch&c=E6F4H9
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~E5U3K2/satu?download&FileName=The+Reeducation+Of+Savannah+McGuire&q=T8U9P2
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~J1G9D0/foundsvg?download&FileName=Love+Inspired+September+2021+Box+Set+2+Of+2&b=M1W3Y8
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~T6P1E7/galaxy?download&FileName=A+Wild+Cowboy&y=C5C8E6
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~K2W9Y9/monument?download&FileName=Dare+To+Dream&x=W0Z0G6
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~K7G0Q8/dailyui?download&FileName=The+Devil+Will+Do&e=T9J6B0
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~Z4L7L2/monument?download&FileName=Super+Natural+Every+Day&x=E4L3B9
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~J9P9M2/particle?download&FileName=Antisocial&i=Z7K6J4
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~P5U2F6/simple?download&FileName=Whats+So+Funny+About+Stress&v=B0Y1M9
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~A7O4N3/satu?download&FileName=Rescuing+Samantha&p=F7D5L5
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~X5E4D3/dua?download&FileName=Sunrise+Sky+King+Ranch+Book+1&i=B8W8J1
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~X9B8V5/empat?download&FileName=For+Love+Of+The+Clydesdale+Horse&l=P5F3L5
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~H9N7J8/pagelost?download&FileName=The+Ranch+Girls+Pot+Of+Gold&g=B2P4R2
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~P1F9X0/animation?download&FileName=The+Cow+That+Ate+My+Mitten&h=T8A2E3
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~R4V3K3/particles?download&FileName=The+San+Rosario+Ranch&c=X3P3U5
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~U1I7J6/gsap?download&FileName=Horses+In+The+American+West&e=T9L4N8
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~M1T0Y3/simplepure?download&FileName=Moni+The+Goat+Boy+And+Other+Stories&i=U7Q5F4
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~P6U9T2/bear?download&FileName=Second+Chance+Ranch&k=B5E7K8
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~I9H3M4/purecss?download&FileName=Finding+Love+In+Big+Sky+Montana&g=C6W8T8
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~V6V7V4/gsap?download&FileName=The+Surgeon+And+The+Cowgirl&i=L6O5H0
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~A0V4N7/particle?download&FileName=Hope+Hathaway&l=Y7V7F4
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~E7P4R0/hacktheme?download&FileName=The+Vanishers&z=B1A1V4


Isabelle Isabellas Little Book Of Rules
The Ranch Girls At Home Again

https://offsite.creighton.edu/~Z1L5H4/blackhole?download&FileName=Isabelle+Isabellas+Little+Book+Of+Rules&s=H3N2H0
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~R9T4C5/dailyui?download&FileName=The+Ranch+Girls+At+Home+Again&u=I0D6H2

